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Political
china part 1 - wilson center - ecsp report · issue 7 161 book reviews environment and security: discourses
and practices miriam r. lowi and brian r. shaw (editors) new york: palgrave, 2000. 225 pages. environmental
security and climate change: analysing the ... - alternative security logics are evoked and practices
associated with securitization are challenged and transformed. the securitization of the environment, it is
argued, is how discourses shape knowledge, policy and adaptation - policy environment how discourses
shape knowledge, policy and adaptation working paper no. 225 cgiar research program on climate change,
agriculture and food security (ccafs) julien meunier todd a. crane. pastoral adaptation and policy environment
how discourses shape knowledge, policy and adaptation working paper no. 225 cgiar research program on
climate change, agriculture and food security ... security, sovereignty and identity - researchgate discourses and practices may provide us with an understanding of how discourses of security come to be
evoked in different contexts and at different times, and therefore how does discourse matter? discourse
analysis in environmental ... - introduction to the special issue does discourse matter? discourse analysis in
environmental policy making peter h. feindt & angela oels research centre on biotechnology, society and the
environment, university of hamburg, the climate change security nexus - toda - ethical assumptions and
implications of particular security discourses and practices (see browning and mcdonald 2013). this brief
provides an introduction to what critical security studies has to offer in understanding environment and
globalization: five propositions - iisd - environment and globalization five propositions adil najam, david
runnalls and mark halle this work is a product of the “environment and governance project” not seeing the
people for the population: a cautionary ... - 194 environment and security: discourses practices
'environment' and 'security'. put bluntly, if it is the lance-corporals and the troopers who have the
environmental expertise, and if security the role of discourses, structures and agency in national ... emergent policy environment comprises discourses, structures and practices. these lenses these lenses and
the interaction between them and with other elements help to outline an analytical european security
security and migration: the development ... - objectives all trigger different security discourses and
practices in the sub-region, rendering it a fundamental challenge to the european union ’s (eu) credibility and
normative tenure as peace and security actor. turkey’s changing security discourses: the challenge of
... - turkey’s changing security discourses: the challenge of globalisation pinar bilgin department of
international relations, bilkent university, ankara, turkey abstract. the aim of this article is to analyse the ways
in which turkey’s security discourses have been shaped by,and have sought to shape,the transformation
turkey has gone through in recent years. it was as a part of the process of ... latin america and the debate
over environmental protection ... - richard, mattew a. “integrating environmental factors into conventional
security,” in environment and security: discourses and practices . miriam r. lowi and brian robert shaw, 33-34.
securitising the roma, purifying rome. the rhetoric of ... - with the global multiplication of security
discourses and practices signifying what has been coined „the rise of the security paradigm as a framework for
organizing contemporary social life” (goldstein 2010) and the naturalisation of security concerns, it american
discourses and practices in the mediterranean ... - american discourses and practices in the
mediterranean since 2001: a comparative analysis with the eu sally khalifa isaac and haidi esmat kares this
project is founded by the european union’s horizon 2020 rights and participation of communities in the
south in ... - rights and participation of communities in the south in global environmental discourses p 1
above all, development planners and practitioners must abandon
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